Pawsitive Ways Dog Training Policy Agreement and
Responsibility Release Form
1. Refund/Cancellation Policy: All payments are non-refundable and non transferable.
Please refer to the Refund and Services Policies Form for details. Please do not bring
your dog to class if you suspect it is sick.
2. Pawsitive Ways Dog Training (PWDT) classes are “pet dog training” classes and do
not prepare clients for obedience trials or show handling. We also, do not guarantee
results, as there are many factors involved in dog training and behaviour modification,
including but not limited to the actions or inactions of the handlers and others that can
hinder or alter the outcome.
3. We implement safety precautions in our training, however, dogs are animals and as
such can be unpredictable and have the potential of displaying unwanted behaviour
without warning. Living and working with dogs is not without risk, including but not
limited to injury to ones self, clients, students, family members, guests, other people,
dogs, possessions, and the risk of lost dogs. By signing this agreement you have
accepted responsibility for any and all risks.
4. The undersigned hereby agrees to indemnity, agrees to hold harmless, and to release
from liability: Pawsitive Ways Dog Training, and/or Pawsitive Ways, Kerri Linn, and any
and all other related names and combinations of names, any colleagues, landlords or
affiliates, including any and all direct or indirect results thereafter.
5. The undersigned hereby agrees to indemnity, agree to hold harmless, and to release
from liability: for any claim by any person or company as a result of his or her behaviour
or his or her dog’s behaviour against Pawsitive Ways Dog Training, and/or Pawsitive
Ways, Kerri Linn, and any and all other related names and combinations of names, any
colleagues, landlords or affiliates, including the legal costs to defend any such claim
whether or not the damages are caused in whole or in part by the negligence, actions or
inactions of any of these parties.
6. Signing below indicates your acknowledgment, understanding and agreement to the
terms contained within this Policy Agreement and Responsibility Release Form, and that
you are setting your hand hereto delivering your signature freely, voluntarily and
unconditionally.
By signing below; I acknowledge that I fully understand the terms provided in this
form and that I am setting my hand hereto delivering my signature freely,
voluntarily and unconditionally.
Name(Print):
Date:

Signature:

